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2 Way Rolling Tree Stand Assembly Instructions

Copyright 2006 TreeKeeper LLC  Patents Pending

What’s Included:
1 X TreeKeeper Pro stand base (A)
3 X Tree trunk bolts (B)
1 X Screw down collar (C)
1 X Side Castor Wheels* (D)
4 X Locking bottom castors (E)
2 X Wrench (1 for the castors, 1 for the side wheels)

Assembly: (1)Attach the Side Wheels onto the stand using 
the 3 provided allen bolts and allen bolt wrench.  IMPOR-
TANT:  to avoid cross-threading the allen bolts, hold the side 
wheel assembly firmly against the stand and line up the 
holes.  Thread a BOTTOM allen bolt in first, be careful to 
continue to hold the assembly tight until the allen bolt is 
nearly completely threaded in.  Once the allen 
bolt is secure, repeat the process for the 
second BOTTOM bolt, and then lastly, the 
SIDE allen bolt.  If at any time you feel 
the bolt begin to cross-thread, make 
sure you are firmly holding the side 
assembly in place.  If not properly held 
during innstallation,  the side assem-
bly could slide from side to side 
causing the bolt to cross-thread.  If 
you feel this occur, unscrew the bolt, 
reposition and firmly hold the side 
wheel assembly, and try again.

(2)  Insert the three tree trunk bolts 
into the screw on collar.  (3) Using the 
included wrench, fasten on the four 
castor wheels tightly into each corner of 
the stand base.

Attaching your TreeKeeper Bag: If your 
TreeKeeper bag is not already attached to the 
TreeKeeper Pro base, simply attach the bag to 
each of the four legs of the stand with the 
Velcro straps.  (See your TreeKeeper instruction 
sheet for more detailed instructions)

TreeKeeperPro Stand Usage: Place the tree trunk into the 
support collar on the stand.  Make sure that each collar section is 
equally tightened around the trunk of the tree.  Each bolt and 
collar section needs to be securely tightened around the base of 
the tree.
     Use the four bottom wheels to easily roll your tree into place.  
Once your tree is fully compressed and secured in the TreeKeeper 
storage bag, carefully lean the tree to one side and wheel away 
using the side castors.  

DO NOT lean the tree and pull down stairs.  The tree can be heavy 
and fall on you AND/OR the bottom castor wheels can be 
snapped off as tree is dragged from step to step.

IMPORTANT! Please Read: Be extremely careful when leaning 
the tree to the side.  As many trees are very heavy, please be 
cautious to make sure you can safety maneuver and roll the size 
and weight of your stored tree.  Also, be cautious in moving the 
tree laterally as the tree may tip over.  URGENT: Do not attempt to 
lean the tree to one side when not properly stored in a 
TreeKeeper bag.

*Side castors on TreeKeeperPRO 
models only.  (Not available on TK 
Decorated models).
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